
The all in one ecosystem for medical livestreaming

The Crescent Vision Live combines our patented headcam with our easy to use 
communication platform and allows you to stream the perspective of medical 
experts to online audiences anywhere in the world. The Crescent Vision Live creates 
the most immersive digital presence in the operating theatre and facilitates clear 
communication into and out of the OR for education, mentoring, or training.

SHARE

Our ecosystem allows 
you to share high quality 
surgical streams to any 

audience size, anywhere.

INTERACT

Our communication 
platform allows viewers 

to personalise their 
viewing experience.

COMMUNICATE

Our headcam encourages 
immersive and natural 

bi-directional 
communication.

CRESCENT VISION LIVE



The Crescent Vision is the perfect tool to stream the perspective of a surgeon. Its ergonomic design  
and hot-swappable batteries allow for comfortable use, even for the longest surgeries. The camera is 
controlled via the Crescent Live communication platform and allows the wearer to focus on what is 
most important: their tasks.

The best way to capture the surgeon’s perspecti ve

CRESCENT VISION

DUAL CAMERA SYSTEM
Immerse your audience in the operating  theatre and show 
them the details of your surgery.

HIGH POWERED LED
Clearly illuminates the fi lmed area, even with bright OR lighting.

EASY TO CLEAN
Keeping your workspace safe and hygienic.

UNOBSCURED VISION
Allowing you to focus clearly on the operating area.

TWO-WAY AUDIO
For clear and direct communication while streaming.

CONTINUOUS USE 
Easily expandable to keep you going  even for your longest 
surgeries.



TWO-WAY AUDIO
For clear and direct communication while streaming.

Our browser based communication platform, Crescent Live,  puts the control of the livestream in the 
hands of the viewer. Communicate directly with the surgeon and adjust hardware features such as 
the fi eld of view, lighting, and audio options remotely, without interfering with the surgeon. Making 
your streams more interactive.

Livestream and communicate hassle free

CRESCENT LIVE

HOST MULTIPLE SESSIONS
Manage multiple live streams and interact with 
each independently.

CONTROL WHAT YOU SEE
Switch seamlessly between the Zoom or Wide 
angle camera.

COMMUNICATE
Communicate naturally via microphone.

REACH LARGE AUDIENCES
Allow meetings with up to 100 viewers.

ALWAYS READY TO GO
Set up your headcam once, and always be ready to 
stream with one click of a button.

DATA PRIVACY
All data is managed by us and follows strict GDPR 
privacy ruling.

YOUR PRIVACY IS IMPORTANT

Why you can be sure about our 
products: 

EEA based servers
Suppliers vetted for GDPR 
compliance
SSL/TLS encryption

Why you can be sure about us:

We take privacy seriously:
We can assist with your Data 
Protection Impact Assessment
Our Privacy Notice  for patience 
and users is available. 



CRESCENT VISION SPECS



FEATURES INCLUDED IN ALL 
PLANS

Full Livestreaming Functionality
Secure GDPR Compliant Data Processing
Full Hardware Functionality
Free Future Updates
Direct Customer Support Hotline*

CRESCENT LIVE LICENCES

FEATURES

Host  Accounts 1

Beta available now

Basic

5

Expected Q4 2022

Pro

10

Expected Q2 2023

Premium

Contact sales

Enterprise

Max video rooms 2 10 25 Contact sales

Viewers per room 5 20 100 Contact sales

Active Cameras per 
license

5 10 20 Contact sales

*Dutch offi ce hours.



CONTACT US

CRESCENT MEDICAL B.V.

Vulcanusweg 277 B
2624AV Delft, NL
hello@crescent-med.com
+31 (0) 6 4194 5630


